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Assessment Reporting System Update

After a “soft roll-out” to faculty department/division chairs, program coordinators, and administrators in September, the College’s new digital assessment reporting system, Campus Labs OUTCOMES, was fully opened to the Kauhale on October 11, 2017.

The direct URL link to the system and related resources are available on the

CAMPUS LABS RESOURCES PAGE

This page also contains a planning WORKSHEET and a PDF GUIDE to inputting assessment reports on the digital system; a narrated instructional video is coming soon. The system can be accessed on desk and laptop computers, tablets, and mobile phones; Web access and UH log-in required.

All College employees have “View” access to the Campus Labs OUTCOMES system.

Twenty-three small-group and individual workshops on the system have been provided so far this academic year to faculty and staff by the Institutional Assessment Coordinator (IAC). Additional workshops are being scheduled in November and December, dates to be announced.

Inquiries about scheduling individual workshops on Assessment Basics or assessment reporting, as well as any and all feedback from Kauhale members about their experiences with the new system, are encouraged. Contact IAC Reshela DuPuis - reshelad@hawaii.edu

Mahalo nui loa to everyone who helped on this long journey to procure and implement a digital assessment reporting system for the College. The IAC and Assessment Committee hope that Kauhale members find the Campus Labs OUTCOMES system to be a useful tool for capturing assessment data and planning for improvement and student success.
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